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Hot Glass Programs Bring the Material to Life

A variety of live glass demonstrations and experiences from The Corning Museum of Glass bring the material to life for audiences of all ages, across the world. The Museum present live glassmaking demonstrations daily, year-round at the Museum in Corning, NY, on the road internationally and at sea on Celebrity Cruises.

Glassmaking at the Museum
Every day, all day, the Museum offers visitors the opportunity to enjoy live, narrated glass demonstrations, all included in the cost of admission.

	Hot Glass Show
Glassmakers blow and manipulate a simple gob of molten glass into vessels, sculpture and decorative and functional objects.


	Flameworking Demonstration 
Glassmakers work at a small torch to turn simple glass rods into delicate glass ornaments, fanciful figures and more.

Glassbreaking Demonstrations 
This interactive demonstration explains the properties of glass and the unique ways different types of glass shatter. 


Optical Fiber Demonstration 
Visitors learn about the properties and possibilities of optical fiber, and how it transmits information and helps us to communicate at the speed of light.

Visitors to the Museum also can (for an additional fee) make their own glass souvenirs in the Museum’s Studio in 40-minute Make Your Own Glass workshops. Several techniques are offered (fusing, flameworking, sandblasting and glassblowing) and projects exist for all ages.
  

Hot Glass Show on the Road
The Corning Museum of Glass has two versions of a mobile hot shop, which travel around the world to other museums, international art fairs, and civic events. One is a fully equipped studio, enclosed in a tractor trailer stage that opens up into a stage. The other is smaller, modular equipment that can be configured to fit any venue. The innovative technology for both was developed by Museum staff.

In 2009, the Hot Glass Show traveled to the Bergstrom-Mahler Museum in Wisconsin as a complement to a special glass-focused exhibition, and to SOFA Chicago where guest artists demonstrated on stage with Corning Museum glassmakers. Previous venues have included the Getty Villa in Los Angeles in conjunction with the presentation of the exhibition Reflecting Antiquity: Modern Glass Inspired by Ancient Rome (co-organized by The Corning Museum of Glass); the Norton Museum in Palm Beach; the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City; and the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney, Australia.
(more)
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The Hot Glass Show at Sea
The Hot Glass Show is a permanent feature on the Solstice class fleet of Celebrity Cruises, launched in November 2008. Live, narrated glassblowing demonstrations in fully equipped hot glass studios on the ships’ top decks engage, educate and inspire viewers about the art, history and science of glass as they travel to international ports of call.

The hot shops are custom-designed, fully functional outdoor glassmaking studios, featuring three resident glassmakers providing narrated demonstrations. The Solstice class fleet of Celebrity Cruises will expand to include four ships by 2011, each featuring the Hot Glass Show.

Glass and Design Programs
GlassLab, a mobile hotshop that pairs Corning Museum glassmakers with leading contemporary designers to explore new design concepts in glass, has been presented at Design Miami/Art Basel Miami; the Cooper Hewitt, National Design Museum; and the Vitra Design Museum’s annual summer design workshop at the Domaine de Boisbuchet in Lessac, France. Designers bring their sketchbooks and work with master glassmakers, in a public “design performance.” Leading designers like Yves Behar, the Campana Brothers, Francisco Costa and Matali Crasset have presented with GlassLab.

The Museum also offers a simplified design program in conjunction with its Hot Glass Shows (both in Corning and on the road). You Design It; We Make It! is a program developed by the Museum that encourages visitors (especially children) to draw pictures of objects they’d like to see made in glass. At select shows, glassmakers choose a drawing and bring that picture to life in front of a Hot Glass Show audience.

###

For more information, please contact:

Molly Kurzius / Christine D’Aleo
Yvette Sterbenk / Dara Riegel
Resnicow Schroeder Associates
Corning Museum of Glass
(212) 671-5157 / 5178
(607) 438-5273 / 5265
mkurzius / cdaleo@resnicowschroeder.com
sterbenkym / riegeldc@cmog.org


